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DISCLAIMER
This document is for entertainment purposes only and is not a business opportunity nor 
consititutes professional advice. It's simply a series of strategies, opinions, anectodes, 
and observations that the author "Bob Ross" (Structure Marketing Inc.) has chosen to 
express. For business advice, you should seek do your own due diligence and seek out a 
qualified Attorney. Results are not typical, guaranteed, nor expected. In fact most busi-
ness ventures lose money. 

©Copyright 2016 Structure Marketing Inc.
This document is solely the property of Structure Marketing Inc. and may not be sold, 
copied or distributed without its explicit permission. For all inquires, please email: 
 structuremarketinginc@gmail.com or send regular mail to: Structure Marketing Inc. 
214 Oriskany Boulevard, Suite 14, Whitesboro NY 13492.
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In Memory Of

Patrick Morreale  
(1990-2015)

For four years, Pat worked his magic on our phones, responsible for well over a 
million dollars in sales as well as helping thousands of our members talk to busi-
ness owners through our lead generation service. I miss his goofy smiles when he 
landed deals the same as his epic meltdowns when he couldn't. I always promised 
him I'd put him in a training tutorial but never got around to it, so I hope this 
makes up for it. Pat was someone who would setup more business in a week than 
most marketers would in a year, yet had basically zero clue about marketing. To be 
honest, I don't even think Pat knew how to use a computer. He simply followed 
what he was trained to do, wasn't afraid to demand owners get on the phone, and 
spoke to decision makers like a friend rather than a foe. I hope you're in a better 
place Pat, your desk is still just how you left it until I find someone good enough 
to sit there buddy. 
... It might be a while.
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Intro 
This guide will probably be nothing like your typical marketing 'product', so I'd 
like to apologize ahead of time. I was never accepted into the 'cool kid' network of 
product creators and therefore have never been influenced by their typical formats. 
I just try to write good material that may help you like it has me. In case you came 
expecting a package full of mind maps, glitchy software, or bloated videos filled 
with rambling chatter, I'm sorry to disappoint.
Instead, I'm giving you sixty pages of raw meat; ready to blow up your brain. In 
fact i believe that by the time you finish this guide, you'll be transformed into a 
better local marketer, with a brand-new level of skill and potential.
While I've released many products, trainings, and tutorials on print and direct 
mail related strategies, I felt it was time to focus on generating response for your 
clients using postcards. I would like to say this though ... 

Responsive Direct Marketing Is  
Much More Art Than Science. 

That means you have to know how to properly think about response in order to 
influence it. 
While you'll find lots of handy shortcuts to do certain things quicker, this doesn't 
include "copy and this exactly and watch it work the same for you" type stuff. You 
and I both know it's never that simple. 
So I've designed this guide to train you by understanding things in certain ways, 
so you can create responsive campaigns for anyone, anytime, and knowing exactly 
what you need to do to make that particular campaign work.  
Let's go! ...
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Chapter 1: 
Wield Great Power  
Over Your Local Business Community

Are You "The Go-To Guy or Gal" in Your Community?
Don't tell me you haven't dreamt of being "the one to call" when a fellow busi-
ness owner is in trouble. While we have lots of marketing services to offer, few 
carry the self-sufficient horsepower direct mail does. Harness it and you'll have no 
problem getting a reputation for delivering. That's usually our 'schtick' anyways, 
isn't it? ... oft claiming to be the ones who can bring it when no one else can. But 
now you'll actually know how for once.  

Fighting Goliath?
When it comes to marketing budgets, most local owners spend it with media reps 
on things like Billboards, TV, Radio, Newsprint, etc. And since you probably won't 
be launching your own Media Network, Newspaper, or Billboard, you can count 
that money out. Instead you're stuck with digital services like SEO, Reputation, 
Web Design, Mobile, PPC, and whatever else is flourishing at the moment. 
That's all great except everyone and their mother is doing it too. Owners get 
hounded by people, just like you, day in day out, making it difficult to stand out-
especially in the beginning. To make it worse, you're often up against marketers 
promising impossibly low prices and results. Even the power phrases have lost 
their edge, like: "Page One Rankings", "Guaranteed Results", and 'Impending 
Doom' stats. They don't even make them flinch anymore! So my advice is to...

Offer What Others Aren't or Can't!
There's a reason I can sell all the websites, PPC, SEO, or Reputation services I 
want, and it's not because I can explain them well (because they still come out 
like gibberish anyways). It's more so because I've already won my client's trust by 
delivering what they understand. I want you to know how to bring results in eas-
ily, so you can then sell them whatever other crap you want. And with their trust 
earned, you won't struggle explaining things while they stare at you like a martian. 
Instead, they'll just say "let's  give it a try, whatever you say boss!".  
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But Will They Spend Money On Direct Mail?
Compared to other mediums, not many businesses use direct mail; mostly because 
there's not many people out soliciting them for it. It's a unique medium in that 
sense because it's not dominated by corporate media and it's not a contender in 
the digital battlezone. It's basically a free-for-all where local marketers have es-
sentially seemed to have overlooked. The good news is ... 
Even though you won't find as many businesses using it as often as other chan-
nels ... the ones who have discovered it tend to invest MASSIVELY in it. This is a 
medium where spending a few thousand dollars is a drop in the bucket. Even tens 
of thousands isn't anything out of the ordinary; all because of it's notorious repu-
tation for doing what no few others can... elicit direct response. In fact they spend 
more on it than anything else locally: see this image (credit to bia/kelsey)

Take that, naysayers! How does your medium stack up?
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Don't Worry 
It's Easy To Do!

Not A Designer?
Designers are a dime a dozen and can be outsourced with ease. Who has time for 
that anyways? I've even got screened, proven designers and templates you can use. 

Not A Copywriter?
No big deal. I'll show you much better ways to get response than by trying to 
write like the next Gary Halbert or Dan Kennedy.

No Printing Or Mailing Experience?
If you can click a button, you can print millions of postcards. For mailing, you can 
either use the USPS "EDDM" program that doesn't require a mailing permit or 
you can use mine or other mailers services to turnkey everything 100%.

Feel Alone?
You can always join my elite member community where I've got hundreds of other 
active postcard marketers all supporting each other, doing the same methods.

Will It Become Outdated Soon?
Nope, not a chance. I and our members have been doing this same exact stuff for 
years and will  continue for many, many years to come. This is not an internet fad 
and is just as relevant five years ago as it is today and will be in ten more years. 

Will It Support My Existing Digital Marketing?
There's a lot of value in connecting digital marketing with physical. The best mar-
keting plans take advantage of multiple channels, both tangible and digital. How 
you integrate the two or separate them is up to you; but there's plenty of opportu-
nities and strategies for both. They complement each other.

Why Aren't More Marketers Doing It?
Honestly, I think most marketers are scared sh**less of it. Direct response has 
an aura of mystique, with few resources to learn it from besides books from the 
1980's. Today, local direct mail has been revolutionized (quietly) by the internet, 
making what used to take numerous contacts, time, and resources to now only tak-
ing a few clicks. However I guess it's just not as sexy as downloading some shiny 
software that promises to do everything for you, so I think most marketers haven't 
even given it the attention it deserves.
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But Why Do Experts Claim Digital Is The Only Way to Go?  
Did an "expert" tell you direct mail is on its deathbed? For them it's true, because 
they target people nationwide, where digital is now pretty much king. When mar-
keting to a national (or global) audience, there's virtually unlimited targets to pick 
and choose from. Look at the trend in selling shirts and necklaces through FB ads 
alone. Digital marketing makes sense because you can reach millions of prospects 
with a few clicks. But that doesn't work the same locally, where you're limited to 
your community and its backyard. Local domination requires actual market pen-
etration, meaning traditional marketing becomes king of the roost. 

Is That Marketing Guru Even A Real Local Marketer Anyways? 
With great respect to product creators who practice what they preach (few and 
far between), most of the junk these guys schlop together is terrible marketing 
advice that simply won't work in your local market. These human hot-air balloons 
aren't spending their time in their business community; they're out hawking stuff 
to people like you. Do you really think someone who looks like they just crawled 
out of a 36 hour World of Warcraft tournament in their moms basement has been 
busy "killing it" in the local business scene? 

Don't Get Your Panties In a Bunch! I'm Still Pro-Digital.
Before you think I'm hating on digital marketing, I love it just as much as you 
probably do; and I've sure had a lot of success due to it. I think direct mail's a great 
way to acquire customers and digital is a great way to keep them coming back. A 
healthy mix of both is the way to go. Get the best of both worlds. The reason I 
knock it sometimes is just that I find from experience, that selling digital: 

• Is too difficult and frustrating for most local owners to understand
• Is too competitive and crowded
• Requires constant change and adapting to stay functioning
• Too frequently has glitches, crashes, malfunctions, gets hacked, etc. 
• Is almost always A NIGHTMARE to outsource and fulfill 

Postcards are the opposite: easy to explain and understand, have little to no com-
petition. They also aren't volatile, and are so easy to outsource it should be crimi-
nalized.
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Where You Can 
Find Responders
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Chapter 2: 
The Best Secret I've Learned For Finding 
Potential Customers

This Unlocked Everything For Me

How I Came Across Potential Response
When I first discovered digital marketing (around '08 or '09) I was convinced 
SEO and PPC was the end-all-be-all. I started implementing both SEO and 
PPC into my remodeling company as well as my 'pitch book creation' business, 
getting decent results for both — but never the "flood" I expected. Where was 
all this amazing traffic the internet promised me? It seemed more of a 'game the 
system and cross-your-fingers--hope-it-works-for-a-bit' type of thing.  And it still 
feels the same way to me, almost ten years later.
From a local owner's perspective, we don't like crossing our fingers, we just want 
to spend money and get more in return. The internet, while incredibly useful, cool, 
and promising, ... unfortunately won't always feed you what you need locally.

So I Had To Track Response Down Myself
After realizing the internet was not giving me and my business partner the quan-
tity or quality we needed (usually nothing but tire kickers and price shoppers), I 
figured why not mail sales letters out? I had already been mailing them out to con-
tractors in different states for my pitch book services, and that was doing well. In 
fact, the company I used to work for previsously was doing over $1M/month from 
postcards alone. But I got suckered into thinking the internet would be cheaper, 
faster, and give me all the local leads I wanted since everyone seemed to "be there".
So with a new plan of action, I drove around residential neighborhoods with my 
wife writing down addresses of homes that looked like they needed work. I started 
mailing out, and sure as sh**, they started responding. 
With direct mail consistently producing leads on demand right away, I wasn't lim-
ited to what I could game the internet for that month. I was only limited to how 
much postage I could buy and how much business I could handle. 
But there's a deeper meaning to this story other than telling you that direct mail 
works. It's about the whole way I saw local marketing for all local businesses; and 
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has been the foundation of my ability to generate response better than most any-
one else ...  

I Realized There's A Lot Of Sitting Ducks Out There!
The people who responded to my letters were more or less like sitting ducks. Here 
I was trying to beat my head against the wall trying to pin down active shoppers, 
while all these potential responders were just sitting around waiting for someone 
to approach them. They were unreceptive to my competitors hugely visible ad 
campaigns (TV, Billboards, etc.), but receptive to direct marketing.  I think of these 
sitting ducks as people with minor itches; not bothersome enough to call a doctor, 
but too hard to turn down a good offer to scratch it. And there's LOTS of them 
everywhere. 

They Also Tend To Flock Together
What was amazing was how easy it was to find potential responders. It was only 
a matter of thinking about what kind of neighborhoods they probably lived in 
and mailing to bring them out of the woodwork. Like most local owners, we're 
fairly in-tune with our customers, our neighborhoods and what kind of basic 
demographics we cater to. We know where customers are coming from; whether 
it's certain zips, parts of town, neighborhoods, or maybe even just within a close 
proximity radius. They're never distributed around town evenly though ... they 
almost always come from certain areas. This phenomenon means you have to think 
radically different than before; switching your targeting to demographics and 
neighborhoods rather than search terms and radiuses.  

Every Niche Has 'Em ... 
There's lots and lots of sitting ducks out there for almost any niche if you can just 
narrow down where they likely live and who they likely are. Get those two parts 
right, reach them as efficiently as possible, and you have a very good starting for-
mula to higher response. It's certainly enough to do the job in most cases.
The essence of local business is that customers come from local areas, which 
means all the potential business is basically contained in a fixed boundary. The 
mail is a much more precise way to reach them. 
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Chapter 3:  
The High Response Mantra

------------
[MEMORIZE THIS!]

"Most potential response will exist within certain boundaries, by certain people, 
who are more or less like sitting ducks." – Bob Ross

------------
The more in-tune you are to the local community, the better you can hone in on 
where and who you market to. You can't expect to be a great local marketer when 
you know nothing about the geography or demographics. Clients love discussions 
about these too, because it makes sense to them. Watch how excited they are dis-
cussing demographics and neighborhoods rather than content and click through 
rates. You'll actually have a two way, interactive conversation for once.

Look Into Neighborhoods, Not Just Radius 
The biggest mistake marketers make when trying to generate response is they 
target too broad an area, which likely will include too many non-targets. The key 
is to market to certain people within certain areas. Radius targeting can be great for 
exposure but will almost always create mediocre response. 
To illustrate, here's a map of Broken Arrow, Oklahoma (population 103k), a city 
near Tulsa, with our figurative client's location marked in red:

Our client will not likely be getting the bulk of their clients from across the city, 
but rather most likely within certain locales; making it wasteful and absurdly ex-
pensive to try to market to the entire city. 
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In fact, you can see for yourself how much it would cost to mail to an entire area 
by simply going to the totally awesome USPS "Every Door Direct (EDDM)" 
Tool Here: 
https://eddm.usps.com/eddm/customer/routeSearch.action

I typed an address in, set 
a radius to approximately 
4 miles, and selected all 
the routes. (which covers 
most of this city). 
As you can see on the left, 
it returns approximately 
51,000 addresses (about 
110k people since 2.2 
people on average live in 
each home).  

.... Which would be way too expensive and broad to do. Maybe the radius of their 
local market is more likely to be a mile or two. Every area is different but clients 
will be able to tell you with some degree of accuracy where their customers are 
typically coming from.
Let's drop it down to 
two miles instead of four.  
(image on the right).
Marketing within this 
smaller radius is better as 
it will contain a greater 
amount of potential 
responders, but can it be 
improved?
Sure, because potential 
customers aren't evenly 
scattered; they're more 
likely to be found clustered together in similar neighborhoods.These sections are 
usually areas that have common demographics like certain incomes, home values, 
ages, etc. When response matters, this research is paramount. You must find where 
those sitting ducks are likely to be residing.  If you were to look at a heat map of 
where their customers come from currently, you wouldn't see them evenly spaced 
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out, you'd see deeper areas of concentration, so try to figure what areas those 
people have flocked to.
For creating even better response, you can look deeper into identifying specific 
neighborhoods and even streets where likely-responders might be living. 
See image below of what kind of pattern I'm talking about. You'd see the broad 

outer radius of where most customers 
will be contained within, and then some 
areas which have higher concentrations.
 Most marketers never think about tar-
geting neighborhoods because they never 
had a way to do it before. 
The more pockets you can identify (even 
if it's just educated guesswork), and the 
less 'low chance' areas you can filter out, 
the better the response will be. When 

it comes to response, reaching a lesser quantity of higher probability prospects is 
always better than a larger quantity of lower chance targets. 

A Simple Way To Target Neighborhoods 

What I like to do is set a generic radius, maybe 2-3 miles, note the quantity of 
addresses, and compare it to just the neighborhoods that might fit their customer 

profile.  (it's easy to filter by age and income 
on the free USPS EDDM tool). 

With a two mile radius, we have 14,904 
addresses, which unfortunately will include 
way too many non-targets.

Selecting more ideal demographic neighborhoods 
brings us to 4,023 addresses — instantly 
elminating many non-targets, lowering the cost, 
and increasing the response rate.
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Chapter 4: 
Cost and Pricing

Cost and Profit for EDDM (Every Door Direct Mail)
Typically it will cost you between 25-30 cents per piece to print and mail EDDM 
if you drop them off at the post office yourself; or around an extra six cents per 
piece to have a company like mine fulfill it all turnkey. That's less than the cost 
of a first class stamp alone! Besides whatever consultation fees, graphic design, or 
research fees you may charge, you can easily retail 35-50 cents for these type of 
'saturation' mailings (EDDM); netting healthy profits with no tech skill or web 
maintenance required.

International Marketers
Even if you're not in the USA, you'll have the same kind of saturation mail pro-
gram available ... usually called "unaddressed mail". Or simply target US business-
es and fulfill everything remotely through reliable fulfillment services like mine. 

Always Get Paid Upfront
Never do printing or mailing without getting paid upfront. Since these are physi-
cal pieces and have hard-costs like postage, it is 100% normal practice to be paid 
upfront before fulfillment. A good tip for someone that's uneasy about paying you 
by check is to accept credit cards or paypal ... ensuring them that they're always 
protected in case you skipped town (don't get any ideas!).

You Can Actually Start Right Away
Even though we're not even near getting to the good stuff, you could actually start 
mailing right now! 
You basically just think about where potential hotbeds of likely prospects for your 
client would live and help them mail to it.
You already know more than most marketers and owners about direct mail. It's 
really just about reaching the right targets and giving them a good reaosn to re-
spond. 
So far, in five easy steps, you simply:
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1. collect payment
2. outsource design
3. print online through any online printer such as my own (printing4su-

percheap.com)
4. pick routes and pay postage on the EDDM site
5. organize and deliver them to the post office (Or outsource fulfillment 

through my team if desired). 

You Can Also Mail To Lists
You don't have to mail to neighborhoods and zips alone ... you can mail to custom 
lists just as fine. These are called "targeted" mailings rather than "saturation" mail-
ings. 
For generally between 45-55 cents per piece you can mail postcards to a list of 
customers or prospects (whatever you've got in a spreadsheet). 
10-20 cents profit per card would be pretty average for you to retail, and we'll get 
into how to do these kind of mailings ahead, so let's keep moving.  
But first ... 
Before you go jumping the gun and selling a whole bunch of campaigns and 
promising the world to your clients ... let's look at what can happen in real life.
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Real Life 
Drama
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Chapter 5:  
What Happens In Real Life

OK, You've Landed a Live One!
Let's say you've acquired an HVAC client (furnace and air conditioning) who's 
interested in direct marketing and wants to see what you can do for them. 
They're in Broken Arrow and use most advertising channels available:, like TV, 
Radio, Newspaper, SEO, Billboards,FB, Adwords, Angieslist, and Home Advisor. 
They're no stranger to marketing and are willing to try anyting if it seems like it 
could get produce leads.These are the type of clients you'll often be dealing with ... 
ones who you probably never would have had a chance with before! 
While their current marketing is working fine ... finding additional sources for 
leads have been challenging; which is why direct mail has piqued their interest. \
After initial discussion with Martin (the owner), he's willing to spend $5k per 
month (as long as it's performing) in mailing and $1,500/mo for ongoing consult-
ing to you. They know a lot of business is out there because they have two other 
competitors just as big. Plus funace issues creep up all the time and they like the 
idea of people saving postcards for when they happen to pop up. 

But Can You Deliver?
With a $5k budget to work with, you figure about 30 cents each for EDDM will 
get the best bang for their buck, meaning they can probably target up to 15,000 
local homes. While you're really hoping for a 3% response, even a 1% response 
would be 150 responses-which Martin says would be absolutely terrific. So you 
try to figure out what demographics and traits Martin's best customers tend to 
have in common, so you can pick the right neighborhoods they'd likely live in.

Who Are These People?
During your first official consultation, you have a great discussion, figuring out 
who their typical buyer tends to be and who seems to respond the most.
You've narrowed down their target market to what sounds pretty accurate; home-
owners mostly residing in the middle to upper-middle class parts of town. They 
already have a series of proven offers they use to generate leads, from free furnace 
checkups to flat-priced 'tune-ups' and various other incentives to get their techni-
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cians into houses—where 15% of the time they sell a full replacement.  
With further discussion, you find his most common customer traits (which no one 
has ever asked them before and had him impressed!) tend to be:

• Single-Family Dwellings
• Homeowners
• Mostly between 40 and 60 years old
• Usualy making $50,000 or more in household income
• Have furnaces that are more than 20-25 years old 

Most of their business comes from within about a two mile radius around their 
location and conveniently the neighborhoods seem to be ripe with the target audi-
ence.  Martin is intrigued by mailing to everyone possible since it's so inexpensive 
and that even if the response rate takes a hit to just one percent he'll still be happy. 
EDDM being only 18.3 cents apiece in postage is just too good to pass up.

So you go to the EDDM tool and pinpoint neighborhoods:

Using a two-mile radius, selecting most of the neighborhoods within it, you find 
14,827 addresses, which isn't too bad ... only $2,713 in postage. 
Using my print services, a large 6.5"x12" glossy postcard comes to about $1400 

to print and ship. Add maybe $75 in outsourced design, and $50 to pay your kid 
to prepare the postcards—and the final mailing cost comes to only about $4,188. 
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That's well under their $5k mailing budget, and you're still getting the additional 
$1500 consulting fee. 

[Note: You can always simply build your profit into the price instead 
of using a consulting fee model, but in this case let's assume you're 
paid to perform and mailing costs are separated]

You're both excited. If this works, Martin said he's thinking of dumping half his 
other marketing and ramping up direct mail with you. This could be huge! 
Even a tiny 1% response would make his cost per response an unbelievably low 
$39. Right now it costs them over $100 to generate a response, so this would be 
groundbreaking for them. Everything starts seeming too good to be true. You get 
nervous, but you run down a checklist in your head and it all seems to point to be-
ing an inevitable flood of response considering:

• they've got irresistible, time-sensitive offers that they know already work
• they have tremendous credibility with a pristine reputation
• they're reaching all good neighborhoods matching their target demograph-

ic, and are still blanketing other zones in the general radius.
• the postcard is oversized, glossy, colorful, and can't be missed
• it's the perfect time of the year, with late fall beginning and many are real-

izing their furnaces are not in the best shape or performance. 
Everything just seems to be ideal. Is it really that easy? Just send a bunch of mail-
ers out and see a few percent of them respond due to the nature of the beast? You 
hope so ... as the results could mean steady income for years to come. 
Fast Forward a Month Later... 

"The Results Are In"

It's been a month and you've heard nothing, so you're getting nervous. The next 
day Martin texts you to stop by his office. Nothing more, nothing less. You have 
no clue if he's ready to hug you or toss you off a bridge. 
The anxiety is almost suffocating. Thoughts are rushing through your head ... was 
it three percent? Two percent? Five percent!?  ... At least let it be one percent!"  
Then Martin drops it on you with three crushing words: "thirty four responses."
Ugh! That's not even HALF of one stinking percent. In fact it's not even half of 
HALF of one 1%.  How could something that seemed to have all the best prac-
tices,  going to almost 15,000 homes ...  not even get one f****** percent response?

..... We'll return to this dilemma shortly ..... 
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Chapter 6 
What is a Good Response Rate Anyways?
The most alluring part of direct mail, by far, is "the response rate"; which is often 
the reason whether someone thinks about, tries, or repeats direct mail. It's also the 
most deceiving part. 

Response Rate or ROI?
First things first: ROI is what ultimately matters; not response rate. The response 
rate (as a term of percentage) is just a quick metric to tell if an ROI is happening 
or not. You can have a sky-high response rate and still lose money or have a teeny 
one and make a fortune. It just depends. But that doesn't mean business own-
ers understand it any better. I've lost very good clients by leading them to believe 
they'd surely get an "average" percent response, and even though they made profit, 
they'd get pissed about the stupid percentage being less than 'average'. Since then 
I always manage expectations and only focus on response rate when we've clearly 
defined what rate is needed to dictate success. 
To demonstrate how silly response rate alone can be; what if you paid $5 for 
a 20,000 piece mailing but got seven responses back? Wouldn't you be happy?  
That's a response rate of 0.00035, which I think is one third of one tenth of one 
percent, but who cares since you got seven responses for only $5! It's much better 
to figure out how many responses you need and then use the rate to quickly gauge 
if it's met that quota or not. 
It's kind of like how a business doing 500k with great profits is a better performer 
than a business doing $1M that loses money. Don't forget, we're supposed to be 
marketing professionals here, so you might have to 'edumacate' them a little.  

True Story: I once had a client (real estate team) mail thirty thousand 
huge glossy postcards showcasing a luxury listing they had acquired. It 
didn't even get one response! 
Then a YEAR later, a guy was visiting a friend who had the postcard 
on a shelf or something, noticed it, called my client and ended up buy-
ing the property (which was way cheaper at that point too)!
I went from totally losing my entire relationship with this client over 
this 'dud' of a mailing, to a year later doing $7,000+ per month with 
them like clockwork. 
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Then Where Do These "Averages" Come From?
By a landslide, the most marketers and business owners believe the average re-
sponse rate of direct mail to be 3%. Sometimes 2% or 5%, but usually 3%.  
Many, many people first getting into direct mail will be lured by one of those 
numbers, and with some math, they figure they can mail 1000 pieces and get 30 
responses. So they try it, and instead of 30 responses they get 5. Then blame the 
medium and say "screw this old timey crap", and go back to boosting facebook 
posts and call it a day.   
They disregard something all because they didn't understand what to expect. Even 
though they may have even produced an ROI, they 'failed' by some non-relevant 
"subpar" response rate. Like before, they moved on to search for the next holy 
grail.  Believe it or not though, there is in fact 'average' response rates:

The Technical Answer

The Direct Marketing Association (DMA) is the accepted authority on direct 
marketing stats and figures. They release a report every few years, and according to 
the latest (2015) data, they found: 

The average response rate for mailing to existing customers is 3.7%
The average response rate for mailing to prospects is 1%. 

It should be obvious that mailings to existing customers (often called 'house lists') 
have much higher response rates than mailings to prospects. For some reason 
though, that higher figure tends to become confused with any kind of direct mail 
whether it's going to current customers or people who've never heard of them 
before, so it skewers a lot of perceptions. While I strongly suggest setting up 
reactivation and retention campaign, this guide is about finding generating new 
business, so let's focus on the smaller 1% figure, not the 3.7% one.
[A quick note on setting up direct mail campaigns to your clients existing custom-
ers ... direct mail is over SEVEN times more effective than all digital channels 
combined! See: http://sequelresponse.com/blog/2015-dma-study-direct-mail-
response-rates-leave-digital-in-the-dust/]

But wait ... 1% Average? That Can't Be Right Bob ... That's So Tiny!

Yes, 1% is a small number at first glance. But consider this, a casino's edge in 
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blackjack is half that (.5%), and I think they do OK, no? What might even shock 
you more is that a 1% response is often a cause for celebration. Even the very best 
direct marketing campaigns: involving teams of copywriters, data analyzers, and 
researchers, often have a goal of hopefully attaining 1% response. That also means 
campaigns like what most local businesses put together, which do not have those  
resources in place, will probably get less than 1%. And that's why ROI is so much 
more important than the response rate.

Don't Let The Rate Dictate Success.

Your client might only need a tenth of a tenth of one percent response in order 
to be successful. Maybe even less. You'll just have to do the math. Say a kitchen 
remodeler spends $2,800 sending 4,500 mailers out and gets one kitchen job. The 
response rate is so tiny my calculator freezes up, but who cares ... if they make 
$10,000 in profit from the job, it actually produced a stellar ROI. The problem is 
when someone believes their 4,500 piece mailing should "logically get X%", then 
considers direct mail a joke when they don't get 135 new kitchen installations 
from it. One of my untrained reps once told a builder friend he'd get 5 brand new 
homes to build from a 1,000 piece mailing, and the guy was about to believe him!

Sometimes Response Comes From The Future

Particularly with service industries, response might come delayed, or even long 
past any offer expirations. That's because people will commonly store postcards 
for later reference, then when the need arises suddenly, they respond; like my real 
estate client experienced. This is an important concept to explain to your clients 
so they realize direct mail has a long shelf-life where people routinely stick their 
postcards on their fridges, corkboards, in shelves, etc. for when they're ready.

But How Do Copywriters Create Such Impressive Results?

While you may have this idea that top-shelf copywriters can magically produce 
stratospherically response rates, they can't. Clayton Makepeace, one of the greatest 
living copywriters in history writes:

"In short, I must create a stereotype of my ideal prospect, and then write 
directly to that non-existent person. Now, right off the bat, I know any 
stereotype I create is going to be more wrong than it is right. That’s OK. I 
don’t need a 100% response rate. One percent and everyone’s happy. Three 
percent and they’ll probably throw a tickertape parade in my honor.”
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That's coming from a guy who's paid staggering amounts of money to simply 
write better ads. How much? Yesterday I asked him to give me one or two ex-
amples and he told me $1,200,000 and $1,850,000 (in fees and royalties) paid to 
write two ads alone. Imagine what the companies themselves made. These  are 
producting 'tiny' response rates not too far from yours, just with higher volume. 
At that level of the game, even a fraction of a percent increase can mean millions 
more in profit. 

So What Response Rate Is Good Enough?
Response rate is a GREAT way to quickly determine whether a campaign is 
worth it or not—as long as you define the terms. The simple answer is to know the 
minimum responses needed and then divide it by the mailing quantity ... then you 
have your "good enough" response rate to use instead of an "average" one.

What's A Response Worth?
Here's another great reason direct mail is such a good service to offer: it opens the 
door for you to offer consulting to help figure out how to turn your client's cus-
tomer acquisition and retention into simple math solutions. Customer acquisition 
formulas are outside the scope of this guide, but I'm mentioning it since it plays 
such a crucial role in whether a campaign is worth continuing or not. Basically 
your client needs to determine what a customer is worth. 
Service based industries tend to have a much better idea of these metrics than 
retail. Generally, the larger the company you're dealing with, the better chance 
they'll know what their customers are worth. They didn't get that big by chance.
A new dental patient may have a lifetime value of anywhere from $10,000 to 
$30,000+, while a hair stylist might have clients only worth a few thousand over a 
lifetime— it all depends on the niche and how that particular business operates. 
Work with them to figure out how much they'd pay for customers if they were 
put up for sale (a great phrase to use by the way). It might be $30, $50, to $100 
or more, or even upwards of $1,000+ for some high ticket home improvement, 
cosmetic dentistry, legal services, etc. 
But keep in mind that ... 

Response Sometimes Doesn't Equal Customers
A response doesn't always mean a customer.  Many businesses look at cost per lead, 
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not per sale. And it may take X amount of responses just to turn into one lead. 
You'll need to extrapolate the cost per response figure if possible. For retail shops 
and low-ticket service providers, a response probably means a sale, so they won't 
have a "cost per lead" metric, but for higher ticket providers, response will usually 
come in the form of leads or inquiries, so make sure you know what the cost per 
response needs to be so you're working with a lower figure. Because then... 

You Can Determine A Target Response Rate!
Armed with what they'd willingly pay for each response (tip: try to get this to be the 
absolute MAX they'd pay, since it will lower the required response goal), you can now 
arrive at the rate needed to deem it a winner. 
For example if your client wants to do a 6,000 piece mailing, and it costs $3500, 
(and the most they hope to pay for response is $50), they'll need at least 70 re-
sponses to meet that goal... equaling a 1.2% response.
Now you have an actual metric to gauge success by and not some "average" figure 
that's based on campaigns that have nothing to do with theirs. 

How To Tell If Your Response Goal Is Unrealistic
I find you can accurately tell if a goal looks like it might be too unrealistic to 
achieve by using this chart. Assuming you're mailing to prospects:
.... If it requires up to .5% response to be successful, you'll need some rough tar-
geting beyond simple radius, and will need fairly decent offers.  

 ... If it requires between .5% – 1.5% response to be successful, you'll need to mail 
to as precise an audience as possible, with as few low-potential targets as possible, 
and have very good to excellent offers.  
 
.... If it requires between 1.5% – 3.5% response to be successful, you're going to 
have a very hard time unless it's a good incentive for something people are buying 
frequently, like pizza, food, oil changes, etc. Higher ticket services can generally 
not reap this kind of response unless it's in the form of sweepstakes entries.   

.... If it's going to require 3.5% or more response, it better be for outstanding of-
fers for EVERYDAY products or services that are bought by most anyone (think 
groceries, liquor, pizza, etc.), or be soliciting free entries for sweepstakes to win 
prizes that are relevant to most people—and preferably have it land during well-
timed events or seasons. 
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What I've found is that 1% responses are almost always acheivable with great 
targeting and and enticing offers that are well within the capability of almost any 
local business. If you find that the only way your client will be happy is if they get 
a response that doesn't seem to fit the guidelines above, you can almost guarantee 
it will be a failed campaign. Either try to help improve it or sell them on exposure.
But don't become discouraged about low response rates, because in direct mail ...  

You Can Be Wrong  
99 Times Out Of 100! 

The fact is, it doesn't matter what you get wrong... only what you get right. Even 
if 99 people in a room of 100 tell you you're stupid, as long as one of them puts 
enough money in your pocket, you should walk out happy. 
99% of people in the grand scheme of things probably won't like what you or your 
client has to offer, and that's why you shouldn't be focused on the 99% of people 
who don't respond, but instead about the 1% who do. 
You must rid yourself (and your client) of these fabricated pie-in-the-sky expecta-
tions that are virtually impossible to achieve; and instead work with intelligently 
created numbers that can be attained, repeated, and scaled. 

And Don't Fall Into The Crutch Of Promising The World
Anyone can promise the world but it's impossible to deliver it. 
While you may in fact convince your dental client to do business by promising 
him fifty invisalign sales out of 1500 mailings, you're going to lose that client 
forever due to his disappointement stemming from your overzealous logic... even 
if he sold a few and made a bunch of money!
Don't turn yourself into the marketing version of the "lose 50lbs in 50 days" huck-
ster, as there's enough of those out there ruining it for all of us. 
Next ... let's look at how we can in fact, increase response to what we need ... 
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The Easiest 
Ways To Increase 

Response
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Chapter 7: 
How To Increase Response
Remember our HVAC dilemma earlier? It's time to figure out what went wrong. 
The target audience was identified, the offers were amazing, it went to good 
neighborhoods, and the mailing quantity was substantial ... so why did it get such 
low response? The answer is: because much of the audience had a low-to-zero 
probability of responding.

Huh? How Do You Know That?

If you remember, the target audience you discussed with Martin, consisted of: 

• Single Family Homeowners
• Between 40 and 60 years old
• More than $50,000 in household income
• Have furnaces that are more than 20-25 years old  

You figured (tempted by how cheap and easy EDDM was), that by selecting 
neighborhoods likely to contain those targets, you'd find the best places to mail.
And maybe it was OK, after all he did get 34 responses and probably four or five 
furnace replacements out of it.  ... so his ROI may have been acceptable ...  but it 
may not have been good enough for him to keep sinking money into, and it may 
have seriously scarred his once-jolly relationship with you and direct mail. 
What you have to consider, particularly when doing EDDM and gunning for 
response is whether you're really reaching all your targets or just some? 

Are You Really Reaching All Targets? 
While it's convenient to think nice neighborhoods are 100% targets, the fact is 
they aren't. Some of the addresses will consist of renters, fixed incomes, elderly 
seniors, non-owner occupied homes, newer-built homes, and all sorts of situations 
that weren't exactly a match for the target audience. 
The problem with the response was actually two-fold: 

1. You didn't factor these non-targets into the equation. By looking at the 
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response rate alone, you've assumed every single mailing was to a target, 
heavily skewering your true response rate.

2. You didn't look into improving the campaign by mailing to a targeted list 
instead of saturating across a 'roughly accurate' radius and neighborhoods.  

Most any direct marketing training guide out there will tell you how important it 
is to heavily target your audience. However, most of them never show you where 
to go to do it!

 So I'll share it with you:

Use A Free Online List Count Lookup!
Gone are the days of having to go through list brokers on the phone and fax. Ev-
erything is available online now at your convenience.
I highly recommend going to leadsplease.com 
Use their free online count lookup for basic demographic research since it has 
accurate data and is a breeze to use for research. I don't personally use it to source 
lists from any more since I use a better, cheaper source (elite members know what 
it is), but this is fantastic source for quick research anyone can do!

The Amount Of Data You Can Procure is Scary
Leadsplease has all the basic criteria you'll need to search from, ranging from ages 
and sexes to household income and even things like 'presence of swimming pools'. 
The fact is, hordes of data is collected and sold about us everyday, and is now even 
being merged together between digital activities and our physical habits, interests, 
and purchases. 
As a beginner, you don't need to get too crazy. Simple demographics is most of 
what you need. When you're ready to really arm yourself with lucrative data, pick 
up my "dark secrets" document. 
For now, let's run the numbers of your client's HVAC campaign filtered by the 
target criteria we know and see how the 14,277 EDDM addresses stack up to a 
more precisely targeted list ... 
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How To Find The Real Targeted Audience Count

Go to leadsplease.com and select "Free List Search", then choose "Consumer":

Then, (in this case) choose "Radius Around An Address"and enter the same ad-
dress and choose the same radius as the EDDM mailing of 2 miles:

Next, you can select demographics (which is very cool). I've chosen their target 
criteria: homeowners, ages 40-60, single family homes, incomes of $50k+:

Next, we're ready to see what the ACTUAL target count ends up being ... 
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If you recall,  the EDDM mailing (which we thought was well targeted), came in 
at 14,287 addresses; figuring most of them to be good prospects due to the neigh-
borhoods we picked out. The reality though, is that less than 30% of them were 
real targets, as the count returns only:

4,150 addresses!

Holy Schmoley!
This means 70% of the homes mailed to via EDDM probably ended up going to 
low-to-no chance targets and significantly compromising the true response rate. 
Instead of a .002 response rate, it could have been a .008 
...  which would have been a 300% increase in response!

But EDDM was so much cheaper, Isn't That Better?
The low postage can be deceving. The EDDM mailing cost was about $4250 total 
(not including your consulting fee). A targeted mailing would have only been 
$2400, plus you wouldn't have had to touch any postcards. That means ...  

A targeted mailing would have gotten  
Three times the response and cost 43% less!

And believe it or not, it could have been targeted even tighter ... 
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How Even One Piece of Information Can Change Everything

If you noticed, there was one piece of criteria that we forgot to add to our mailing 
list: that their typical buyer lives in homes over 25 years old (since newer homes 
aren't replacing units as frequently yet). While a little piece of information like 
this can be easily overlooked, it can have a substantial effect on response. 
As a direct marketer, your ability to create response will often come down to how 
well you can uncover and identify patterns, traits, and commonalities within a 
target audience. Don't always depend on your client to tell you it on their own. 
Leadsplease.com didn't have that particular data (age of home) so I left it out, but 
the resource in the dark document has it, along with almost any other kind of data 
you can imagine. If you're an elite member of mine or purchased one of my prod-
ucts that goes into data deeper ... you'll know what source that is.  

Here's What It Would Do

I ran the same target audience, with the the same 2 mile radius, only filtered ad-
ditionly to homes built in 1990 or earlier, and guess what ....  

The target audience came down to an even  
more precise 2,225 addresses.  

That means 34 responses would have been a 1.5% overall response — 88% better 
than our semi-targeted targeted audience and a jaw-dropping 650% better than 
the EDDM audience.
See what a difference one piece of useful information can make? 

So Does EDDM Ever Make Sense To Do?
EDDM, or any kind of saturation mail, is a fantastic option One that I'd be mis-
erable without having access to. 
Even though our HVAC example basically slaughters the use of EDDM, there's 
still plenty of reasons to use it. For one, our hypothetical mailing probably still 
returned an ROI and still could be considered a success. 
The bigger issue was that the client had unrealistic expectations. If he was more 
informed (which is your job), he may have still opted to go with EDDM but 
wouldn't have been expecting hundreds of responses only to be let down. 
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It's kind of like if you asked me for $1,000 and I gave you $100 compared to if 
you asked me for $100 and I gave you $1,000. Huge difference based on the same 
figures, but the expectations were different. 
Here's some more situations that come to mind when EDDM might make sense:

When Demographics are Super Broad
Sometimes the target audience can be almost anyone and it's more about reaching 
certain locations than certain people. Pizzeria's, Hair Stylists, Mechanics, Baker-
ies, and Restaurants are really great types to use EDDM for since they do cater 
to most people. Even Dentists, Insurance, and Lawyers do best with it. Targeted 
mailings should always be considered though. It's not bad to try as long as you 
weigh the numbers and everyone understands what to expect. 

When You Don't Have The Time or Energy To Help Them
Not everyone will be willing to pay you for specialized help putting responsive 
campaigns together. Don't waste your time or resources helping them too much if 
they're not listening or willing to make it worth your time. Your knowledge and 
resources are worth money, don't just give it away. If they don't want to pay, maybe 
stick with EDDM. Simply print and mail for them and make your profit on pro-
viding the service. It's easy money and at least you've got a chance to say "I told ya 
so" afterwards and hopefully crack them into some consulting.

When doing 9x12 and M3
One of my biggest fears writing this guide is that 9x12'ers will read it and say 
"ahhh I'm doing everything wrong now!", which couldn't be further from the 
truth! 
9x12 is about as perfect a business model as you can get and thrives on EDDM. 
The advantage of blanketing entire locales cheaply for exposure is unparelled. 
Getting 5,000 to 10,000 mailings for a few hundred bucks should be something 
almost every local business should take advantage of. The good thing is now that 
you're armed with the ability to create and sell high-respnose campaigns, you can 
upsell them into targeted solo mailers. 
Next we'll tackle how to create responsively designed postcards.  
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Create Great 

Postcards
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Chapter 8: 
Postcard Sizes, Formats, and Prices
I love postcards. For generating local business, postcards will do the job 99% of 
the time. Don't even bother sending letters out until the need arises and you're 
confident in your copy skills. Until then (which doesn't have to be ever), stick with 
the incredible in-edible postcard. 
 
Q: Why are postcards be the best choice again? 
A: Because they get virtually 100% exposure, are cheaper than envelope mailings, 
you can't ignore them, are easily stored for later use, are non-intrusive, are easy to 
outsource, and most of all ... they work.  
-------

Printing & Mailing Is Easy
Today you can go on the internet, upload artwork, and have printing done for a 
fraction the price you'd pay a local printer to do; even for high quality products. 
Anyone can do it, even yo' grandma. 
The reason it's so much cheaper online is because they can do so much more 
volume than a local shop. They can "gang run" jobs together under one run of the 
printing press. Setting up these mammoth presses is the most costly part of print-
ing, so instead of setting up the press for each job individually, they print twenty 
or more on one giant sheet of paper. Then it gets trimmed separately when done. 
There's hundreds of online print providers you can use, all with various pros and 
cons. Usually usually one is faster, cheaper, or has more involved customer service 
than the other. 
Some popular ones are:

• Uprinting.com
• Printplace.com
• Vistaprint.com
• Gotprint.com 
• Overnightprints.com

But by far the best ... is of course my service (it really is!): 
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Printing4SuperCheap.com 

I'm cheaper, faster, and better quality than most anywhere you'll find the USA 
and I've printed millions of postcards and other products for my members since 
2011. If you decide to become one of my elite members, you also get special pric-
ing, with the most popular items listed here: http://bobrossoffline.com/members/
print-prices/
You'll also get discounts on all other printed products I offer, from business cards, 
flyers, banners, shirts, etc. (that are in fact also GREAT products to sell to your 
clients). I can either print and ship your postcards so you can prepare them for the 
post office, or I can turnkey the whole thing and ship it directly to your post of-
fices. I can also mail to your client's targeted list if you're doing a targeted mailing. 

Drop Ship Approved!

Anything I print for you, I'll gladly drop-ship everything right to your client so 
they see YOUR company or name on the return label. They'll never know it wasn't 
you that shipped it and won't have a clue what you paid. Plus you get the security 
of knowing someone is holding your hand through everything as I always double 
check it all before going to print — so you don't miss something that could be 
disastrous or end up printing artwork that comes out bad due to not understand-
ing printing formats. 

Size and Frequency
In general, the bigger the postcard you can ,mail, the better. The first ones you 
send out should be as big as you can afford (I suggest 6x11 when going to a tar-
geted list, or 6.5x12 when going EDDM). 
If you're doing a sequence mailer, you should mix up sizes to keep everything 
fresh. When someone has received mail from you frequently, you don't always 
need to keep sending them monster sized pieces, no one likes monotony.
And don't ever be afraid of repeatedly mailing for your clients ... trust me, re-
sponse will almost always keep rising with frequent mailings until it generally 
plateau's at some point (this can even take 7 or more times). Keep your offers fresh 
and your targeting on point and you can mail forever. (see my sequential series 
chart in about two pages). 
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Paper and Coatings
I almost always suggest printing in full color, on 14pt or 16pt stock, and using a 
high gloss coating such as "UV" gloss. If you've never had the life-changing expe-
rience of holding one of these bad boys, you're missing out. They feel like they're 
worth a million bucks .. yet are extremely affordable to print online. 
The vast majority of postcards sent in the mail are on very thin paperstocks, usu-
ally 7pt or 10pt cover stock, whichis basically a notch above copypaper. 
4pt and 16pt stock (my favorites) are very firm and weighty. On top of that, ultra-
gloss varnishes like UV coating add even more thickness and make it weather 
resistant to boot. Y
our postcards will look and feel so good they often feel bad throwing them away 
(and I'm being 1000% serious). 

Get Some Samples!
You can go on most online printing sites and order free samples ... hit them up. 
Also if you'd like to see some solo mailing sample pieces, I'd be more than happy 
to package some up for you. I don't even care if you tell them it's something  you 
printed. 
Simply shoot me an email to itsbobross@gmail.com and I'll give you some options 
ranging from $10 and up based on how much quantity and variety you need. 
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Sequential Strategic Campaigns
Changing the size of postcards during a campaign can have a great effect, here's a 
fantastic way to setup a complete postcard sequence. 

Acquiring New
Customers 

Bringing Existing
Customers Back 

Reactivating 
Inactive Customers

Do they always follow these sequences? No. But it does make you look like a real 
pro when you go over stuff like this? Yes. Feel free to screenshot this chart for your 
own consultations. There's nothing better than getting your client excited about 
looking at long-term campaigns ... knowing you'll be making a steady profit over 
many months or even years. Next, I've made an easy-to-grasp illustration of the 
sizes that are standard for printing and compliant for targeted and EDDM mail-
ings for you ... 

6 x 11

6 x 11

6 x 11

6 x 11

6 x 11

5 x 7
5 x 7

4.25 x 6 4.25 x 6

4.25 x 6

4.25 x 6

4.25 x 6

4.25 x 6

4.25 x 64.25 x 6

4.25 x 6
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Targeted Mail Sizes

Cost Between 38-58 cents each 
for printing, mailing, and postage.
You can typically charge 50 cents to 
$1 each.

Cost Between 25-35 cents each 
for printing, mailing, and postage
You can typically charge  35 to 60 
cents each. 

6x11 is also acceptable 
for both EDDM and Targeted.

EDDM Sizes

*cost is estimated and can change due to postage increases, printing increases, and other 
details based on your needs. simply email us for current pricing: itsbobross@gmail.com

*cost is estimated and can change due to postage increases, printing increases, and other 
details based on your needs. simply email us for current pricing: itsbobross@gmail.com

5.5 x 8.5

4.25 x 6

6 x 9

6 x 11

4.25 x 11

6.5 x 8

6.5 x 9

6.5 x 11

6.5 x 12

8.5 x 11

8.5 x 14

12 x 15

9 x 12

5 x 7
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Chapter 9: 
Designing Responsive Postcards
Don't even bother trying to learn design. It can be outsourced so cheap today 
there's no reason to learn it yourself. However, not every designer is familiar with 
print design (very different than web design) so ask before hiring. 
If you're an elite member, use one of our recommended designers, otherwise look 
on freelancer, upwork, or odesk. In case you want to design yourself or hire your 
own freelancer, ALWAYS ask me (or your printer) for a template. 

Three Key Concepts for Responsive Postcards
Most postcards don't give you a whole lot of room to work with, which means you 
can't flood it with text or doodles (not a bad thing though). 
Attention spans are VERY short these days and people won't read through your 
copy just to figure out what it is you're offering. It's gotta be instantly recognizable. 
The front of the card (the side without the addressing) should have a large graphic, 
preferably including an image of people who have traits similar to the person 
you're targeting and a bold headline that gives them a reason to keep looking.
The back of the card (where the addressing is) is the most important as that's the 
side people look at first, so you must immediately grab them.
Within a quick glance, the recipient should be able to immediately: 

• identify roughly what's being offered
• see a special offer
• (to a lesser degree) see who it's coming from 

With that information, if they decide to look further they can check out the rest 
of your copy which might include such things listing a few benefits, a "reason 
why" there's this special deal,  the special offer itself, a call to action, multiple ways 
to respond, and other proven direct response elements but the MOST important 
are the three listed above, because that's what will get them to either look deeper 
at the card or not. 
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Response Format For Addressed Side
I highly suggest using a graphic in the background of the addressed sides of post-
cards, but if you don't use one, you can borrow these two formata as a guideline to 
setting up a responsive postcard:

What I really suggest though is to grab a stock image (plenty of places online, or 
inquire about access to our large pool of stock images available) that clearly identifies 
what it is you're offering. You want the recipient to immediately have an idea of what 
it's for so they don't have to decide to 'read it' to find out. That's a big response killer 

made all the time.
The better it's targeted, the less con-
vincing you have to be, so your design 
should be very bold and simple (like 
this one). 
The reader should immediately see that 
it's for Jewelry, see a great offer, and 
quickly tell what company it's coming 
pertaining to. A unique 'reason why' 
the big offer is given is a pretty good 
thing to have too.
Font Choices
Notice the difference in fonts on the 
coupons? The bottom is more elegant 
(Bodoni) than the top (Gill Sans), 
and may give a higher perceived value. 
Always try different fonts for differ-
ent effect. I generally choose from: 
Helvetica, Futura, Bodoni, Myriad Pro, 
Adobe Caslon, Hobo, and Avenir. 
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Chapter 10: 
Copywriting
I'm sure I'll ruffle some feathers with this one. To be honest, copywriting isn't 
what you probably think it's cracked up to be. Don't get me wrong, copy is a very 
powerful thing and I respect it greatly, but when it comes to postcard response for 
local marketing, copy isn't the big solution; targeting is WAY more important. 
Here's how to understand it more clearly:

Put This In Your Pipe ... 
Say Marlboro wants to do a postcard mailing offering a coupon for a FREE pack 
of cigarettes (great offer!) ... but sent to a list of non-smokers.
Could an A-class copywriter convince non-smokers to start smoking? Probably 
not much. The campaign would fail miserably and the copywriter would look like 
an ass (which is why they often don't work on projects that aren't well targeted 
and proven to work already). 
Now what if instead they mailed the offer to a list of smokers? It would likely get 
tremendous response even without much copy effort at all.  
That's the key point here: A big visible offer, a good image, and a logo all clearly 
visible is enough to grab targets and get them to respond. 

Copy SUPPORTS Targeting
Where good copy comes into play is when you can't target further, yet still want 
to increase response. Often there's a limit to how well you can target, and that's 
where good copywriting can provide some relief. 
For example, In our Marlboro mailing, even though the campaign may get huge 
response, there's still room to target further. The targeting is to smokers in general, 
not particularly Marlboro smokers. 
The easiest solution would be to target Marlboro Smokers, which would get even 
higher response rates (and that's why mailing to 'house lists' are so good!) but 
maybe they want to get new customers, not existing ones,  so let's disregard that. 
Smokers tend to be very loyal to their brands, and a good copywriter may be able 
to convince other brand smokers to try Marlboro. Make sense now?. 
Or maybe they're mailing to their house list but sending them an offer to try a 
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new line of cigarettes ... where a copywriter could improve it by convincing them 
to try out the new flavor. 

The point is ... 
The better your targeting, the less convincing you have to do. 
I feel that so many marketers think copywriting is this mysterious witchcraft that 
somehow convinces any kind of person to do anything-when it's nothing like 
that. 
The whole "sell ice to eskimos" and "sell ketchup popsicles to a lady wearing white 
gloves" thing is a myth. 
Ask any top level copywriter and they'll tell you they wouldn't even bother to 
work on something that wasn't precisely targeted and already tested. Why would a 
good copywriter hinge the respnose (and his reputation) on your unproven target-
ing? 
Focus on targeting.  Don't get hung up on copywriting! 
If you want to learn how to write better copy though, here's a link to a free source 
of the best concise training you'll ever need, written by one of the best (if not the 
best) copywriters in history, Gary Bencivenga:
http://marketingbullets.com/archive/

Now let's talk about getting yourself some clients!
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Chapter 11: 
Getting Clients
What good would all this info be if you didn't have clients to share it with, right? 
Just remember ... no matter how powerful of a method you have, there will always 
be non-believers, objectors, and naysayers. Some people won't believe anything 
you tell them.
Here's a couple thoughts first:

• "Direct Mail" is not exactly a good term to use when first talking with pros-
pects. (see next chapter)

• Mailings can get pricey, so make sure you're targeting businesses that are 
more likely to have the funds

• Niches with high lead costs are typically the best prospects
• 9x12 is always a great option to capture the low hanging fruit

Hit Up Existing Clients First
If you've already got clients you're working with, sit down and talk with them. Buy 
the dark document and watch them turn into mud. If you've done well for them 
so far you should have no problem getting them to listen with interest. 

Leads Are Already Being Sent Everyday To You
They arrive in your mailbox! Anytime you get direct mail from a local company, 
save it and reach out to them. Tell your friends and family to save pieces as well. 
They're doing mailings already and you may be able to do it cheaper, faster, or pro-
vide better service. It certainly doesn't hurt to ask. Yellowpages for example sells a 
lot of direct mail and charges $1 per postcard! (If you ever see "yellowpages.com" 
in the fine print or "yellowpages" on the postal imprint you have a scorching hot 
lead that is like taking candy from teh baby.)

Most Direct Mail Companies Offer No (Or Poor) Marketing 
Advice, and Usually Bad Customer Service.
Printers and Mailhouses are not marketers, they simply provide a service by taking 
orders. They usually hate their jobs and are busy as sh**. Plus they love that thin 
paperstock, so when the pieces arrive in the mailboxes they get all banged up and 
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damaged. They don't care, they just fill the orders. 
There are very, very few direct mail providers that offer sound marketing advice; so 
you are literally in wide open territory to go above and beyond.
Not too long ago I had a long-time client of mine who's wife (who always tries to 
cut every corner) convinced him go with a local printing/mailing company instead 
of me; so I was pretty upset when I got their postcard in the mail. 
Mad, I looked it over for mistakes and noticed that their coupon terms said "Can 
be combined with other coupons and offers" instead of "Can't". Since the printer 
doesn't give a flying hoot, they didn't catch it, and now I use that piece as part of 
my pitch to show how disastrous things can go by using print peddlers.

Find Errors And Use Them As Ammunition
If you look closely over local direct mail pieces that you get, you'll find mistakes all 
the time; ranging from typos to wrong expiration dates. Store these pieces so you 
can both bring them to the attention of the business but also as ammunition when 
pitching prospects on why they need to go with you. 

Target My Favorite Niches 
• Larger Replacement Remodelers (Windows, Siding, HVAC, Roofers)
• Dentists (Regular and Cosmetic)
• Real Estate Teams 

These three groups are by far the ones who I do the most profitable mailings for. 
Hit them up please for your own sake! Here's some insider tips:

Larger Remodelers

I don't mean handymen or pickup truck do-it-all type contractors, as they rarely 
have the funds or resources to handle solo mailings. I do however suggest they do 
shared mailings like 9x12 or M3. By larger remodelers I mean the more heavily 
advertised companies. 
For example: replacement window/siding/door companies, basement finish-
ers, HVAC, fence installation, garage door installation, etc. They're my #1 choice 
simply because they are always starving for leads, generally have huge budgets, are 
typically willing to throw money at things that look promising. If I had to pick 
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one niche to target, they would be it for sure. I even have an entire product devot-
ed to them if you want to learn some very advanced marketing for them here:
Responsive Offers:
Sweepstakes entries to win free products or installations are the best for generat-
ing a high quantity of leads, but there's plenty of other limited time offers that 
perform well. 
Some great promotions that can be cycled around are: 

• Sweepstakes Entry to win free product(s)/installation
• "Free Installation"
•  "50% off installation"
• "Free Tune-up"
• "Buy 3 Windows Get 1 Free"
• "Free Upgrade" to X product

TARGETING is key to getting great response in this niche, however, EDDM 
can be used profitably as well if it's targeting good neighborhoods. Just manage 
expectations properly. These companies routinely spend $100+ per lead and often 
into the $1000+ range per sale, so it doesn't take a lot of response to produce an 
ROI.

Real Estate Teams

Real Estate Teams (also often called "Groups") are great clients because they 
tend to have bigger budgets and a more serious outlook on marketing than agents 
alone. Sending EDDM to their 'farm' as well as targeted mailers to their existing 
prospects lists are great services to offer.

Responsive Offers:
The best performing pieces are postcards showcasing "recently sold" or "recently 
listed" properties and have clear call to actions to "find out what my home is 
worth". This would lead to a landing page where the inputted information can 
then be collected as a lead that can be further mailed to or called. (this is an as-
toundingly good strategy!). 
If you do not have a way to capture leads (such as the "what's my home worth"? 
strategy) then you will be offering more of an exposure-geared campaign where 
the focus is keeping their names at the top of resident's minds for when they look 
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to sell.

Dentists

It shouldn't be news to you that Dentists are great clients to have as they're prob-
ably the most popular targets for offline marketers. That also makes them one of 
the most difficult to reach! (see my "dark secrets" extension pack for easier ways). 
Dentists do very well with postcard mailing, particularly EDDM, simply because 
most dentists get their patients from the directly surrounding neighborhoods so 
it's easy to just keep blanketing a tight radius.
Responsive Offers:
Always make sure that it's clear for certain promotions to be "for new patients 
only" as you don't want regular patients coming in with free offers (unless the 
Dentist wants that). 

• Free Teeth Whitening
• Free Cleaning
• 50% Off Teeth Whitening
• Flat price Cleaning/Xrays/etc. ($50, $69, $99 are good offers) 

Target Seasonal Events
Every season has certain businesses that will make big pushes for their promo-
tions. Some even make the majority of their profit during these times and have 
to do as much marketing as possible. Just think early and get ahead! (note: elite 
members get access to my 'monthly cash calendar' where I tell you what to target 
every month). 
Think: 

• Florists, Chocolatiers, Jewelers for Valentines Day
• Boutiques and Novelty Stores for Christmas
• Pool & Spa, Boat & ATV dealers for Early Spring
• Accountants & Tax Preparers for Tax Refund Season 

No matter what time of year there's always certain businesses that have major 
promotions going on, just think ahead and get to them early. 
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Other Good Niches To Target
• Gyms and Fitness-oriented businesses
• Dance & Gymnastics
• Tutoring
• Psychologists
• Restaurants
• Pizzerias
• Liquor Stores
• Vape Shops
• Car Dealers
• Furniture Stores
• Lawyers
• Insurance Agents
• Churches
• Political
• Landscapers & Snow Removal
• Home & Garden

Remember It Doesn't Always Have To Be About Response
While this guide is mainly about how to produce high response postcard cam-
paigns, I don't want you to lose sight of the fact that direct mail is a great tool for 
exposure and branding. Postcard saturation is a great tool to have to simply collect 
money and deliver a service.
The good thing is, when they're ready for response, you'll now be ready to deliver 
it to them. 
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Chapter 12: 
How To Get Prospects To Drool
This might surprise you, but "Direct Mail" is not the best term to use when pros-
pecting. While we know how great of a tool it is, not everyone else does. If you do 
start right off by mentioning 'direct mail' they may instantly think it's too expen-
sive, old fashioned, risky, complex, or maybe they've had a bad experience in the 
past with it. Instead ... 

Be A "Customer Locator"
I like to think of myself as a "customer locater" than a "direct mail guy". When 
you present yourself as that, you don't end up pigeonholing yourself into direct 
mail-only, and you don't run the risk of turning people off right away either.  
Want to really get spark prospect's curiosity? Say this ... 

"I track people down"
Sounds a lot cooler than I "sell direct mail" right? And it's true, because now 
you're an expert at tracking down potential customers. You can also use a different 
term that I talk about in the 'dark document'. 

Make Them DROOL
I've been selling these services for years now (both myself and training my reps to 
do the same) and I've tried a lot of different approaches with various degrees of 
success. I've found the best is when you make every effort to make them "drool." 
Most marketers try to do this by using canned phrases like "let us help increase 
your business", "skyrocket your business", "help you get you more customers" 
and various other overused, tired phrases. They certainly don't make them drool 
though that's for sure; they mostly just set off alarms in their heads. '

The Big Boys Need Something to Be Curious About

Only low-experienced, low-budget business owners are looking for someone to 
"show them how to increase business". 
That kind of message doesn't connect with owners who have money and are 
already experienced in marketing. In fact, they scoff at marketers who make those 
kind of ridiculous claims. 
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Imagine the classic elevator situation, where your ideal prospect is in an eleva-
tor with you and asks what you do. You've only got a few seconds to give them 
something to be interested enough about to maybe ask for your contact info or for 
more information. 
No matter how you're prospecting, whether it's by phone, in person, over email, 
through networking, workshops, or whatever ... but however you do it, you need 
to pique their interest right away and at the same time not turn them off by using 
terms (like direct mail, SEO, etc.) that may invoke something negative. 
Here's a great snippet you can modify and use for your own prospecting use (this 
is a spoken script so it's written with poor grammar but this flows correctly ver-
bally):

"I basically track people down. You know how you might have a typical 
'type' of customer, like maybe they're between 40-50, mostly female, make 
a certain income, or maybe they have kids, or pets or live in certain areas or 
whatever? ... I locate those people, then send them offers they respond to."

That kind of approach works really well. That's the kind of stuff they start to drool 
over; not your "let me show you how to double your business in 10 days" type of 
fluff that just makes them think you're another scam salesman.
Try presenting yourself as a more "mysterious" type marketing professional doing 
something they've never been exposed to.
I really like to mention specific demographics that would likely appeal to that 
particular prospect and use it as an example. 
For example if you were talking with a gymnastics school owner, you might men-
tion criteria like "parents with children", "Parents with children between certain 
ages", "Parents with children between certain ages and make over $50,000 per 
year", etc. That way you're increasing the chances they'll drool even more. 
What business owner doesn't want to target exactly the people that they're trying 
to get in their doors!? 
This is a significantly different approach than any other marketers take, making 
you stand out instead of blend in

Yes, You Throw The Cart Before The Horse
Notice I don't mention postcards or anything, instead I mention 'locating' these 
potential buyers and 'sending them offers they're likely to respond to. 
When I pitch a business owner on direct marketing, I make sure it's all about 
locating potential customers and getting offers to them that they'll respond to. 
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Postcards just become the natural, logical medium to use. (as well as other medi-
ums if you'd like to add as well). 
Believe it or not, when asked how I suggest reaching them, I often say that we 
reach them through the internet, like Facebook, but mostly through postcards 
since "that always works the best."
And I really try to stay away from using the word 'targets' or "prospects" too when 
pitching, instead I like to say "potential customers".  
You'd be surprised at how much of an effect these words can have on people.
If you start off by establishing yourself as someone who identifies potential cus-
tomers and then reaches them with offers they're likely to respond to, you will see 
a WORLD of difference than approaching them with all those tired and overused 
phrases. 
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Chapter 13: 
Getting A Chance To Pitch
Just the same as how copying one persons postcard design can't possibly produce 
the same responses as someone elses the way I secure my appointments to sell 
direct mail are going to be likely much different than yours. 
Fortunately, for me, I have a huge existing pool of clients to feed from who will 
listen to whatever I've got to share, plus I've got endless referrals and leads gener-
ated by our calling team that are eventually going to turn into consultations as 
well. 
Plus I get a lot of incoming business from my "bob ross" products and repuation 
too, so needless to say, I've got no difficulties securing appointments to sell direct 
marketing. 
However, I know that may be a very different situation for you. You may have 
some existing clients who you can convince to take a look at what you've got, or 
you might be totally up crap creek and are starting from scratch. That's OK, becu-
ase a big part of my business is actually generating leads from scratch (in other 
cities no less!) as well. 
So here's my tips and tricks for securing a chance to pitch a client on direct mar-
keting ... 

#1 
Existing Clients

Any existing relationships are ripe for direct mail. And you can confidently offer it 
to them since you now know how to literally engineer response. 
Ideally, set appointments where they don't really know what you're trying to offer 
them, since that way you can make direct mail the 'ideal' solution to the data dis-
covery, but I have a feeling many of you will want a script that gets them primed 
already. 
So here's a great one that works:
“Hey Jim, I just wanted to let you know that a close friend of mine owns a print-
ing business and he’s given his wholesale pricing on postcards, list sourcing, and 
mail fulfillment. I ran a list of 39-55 year old males making over $50,000 per year 
and found there’s 4,302 of them here in [your town], can I swing by their tomor-
row and show you everything?"
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#2. 
Referrals 

Name drop all you can and get any referrals possible from anyone you've done 
direct marketing for, ESPECIALLY if they've gotten results. Chances are they 
know more business owners who they can send you to (and often will give up 
inside info like how much they spend, etc.). 
These are GREAT because you can often go into the appointments with only 
them knowing that you worked some magic, and not exactly what you did. 
I love these the best out of all types. 
[Note: I hate to make this seem like a pitchfest but if you're starting to get these 
setup, please consider getting picking up the dark document: 

highresponsemarketing.com/darkdocument

#3. 
9x12 

Included in this product, is my basic free report to the 9x12 system, which is my 
flagship system involving selling off ad spaces on a large postcard that blankets 
whole zip codes or certain areas for only a few hundred bucks. 
This is THE easiest way to acquire a dozen or more paying clients within a few 
weeks. While the profit margins and acquisition costs alone are spectacular, many 
marketers (including myself ) focus more on the system as the door-opener to sell 
other services. 
For me (more laid out in my '9x12 Secrets' guide), I push to 'bridge' 9x12 adver-
tisers into more targeted and more expensive campaigns that have bigger rewards. 
If you're brand new to the direct marketing game and don't have clients to already 
hit up for high-response postcards, I STRONGLY suggest you start off with the 
9x12 system and work both simultaneously, with 9x12 being your main door-
opener. 

#4.  
Cold Calling 

A major part of my marketing business is my calling team. Everyday we call across 
the country generating leads for print and direct mail services. (I have a product 
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I released on this specifically, called "remote controller" highresponsemarketing.
com/remote
Done remotely, it's a longer process to sell because you can't set an appointment 
to get in front of them (where most sales happen easiest). The advantage though is 
that you can target one or two specific niches and stay with them. 
Locally, you may have to switch niches frequently but you have the advantage of 
getting in front of them, making much easier sales. 
The key to cold calling is to simply get them interested quickly and offer to send 
them more information (and ideally be able to drop it off and show it to them for 
five minutes). That's where you can now have a chance to pitch them. 
This is also why I like 9x12 as an entrypoint, becase 9x12 allows you to reach a 
greater audience and sell both services simultaneously. 
AndAgain ... if you find yourself successfully setting up appointments, consider 
investing in the dark document to see more sales come through. 

#5  
Cold Emailing 

Listen I know we all want email scripts that we can blast out and see positive 
responses come back. There's a few realities though ... 1. you're treading pretty grey 
territory when you send cold prospecting emails due to CAN-SPAM, and 2. Cold 
emailing is the easiest for them to ignore. 
Just know that it takes a lot of emails to get responses, especially if you're only tar-
geting businesses that are likely to have big budgets. And you know what ... most 
of the businesses that have large marketing budgets don't tend to have easy emails 
to reach owners.  

#6  
Direct Mail 

It should be obvious that if you can create good, responsive campaigns for your 
clients, you should be able to create good responsive campaigns for yourself. 
And boy do I have a solution for you. The HARDEST part of using direct mail to 
pitch your services (whatever they are) to business owners, is to actually get them 
to see it! 
I used to be one of those do-do's that sent out all sorts of lumpy mails and gizmo 
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filled envelopes to try to get their attention and bypass the gatekeeper from inter-
cepting it... but one day I said to myself "instead of using these ridiculous packag-
es to bypass the gatekeeper" why not send a postcard to where they have a better 
chance at seeing their mail ... at home!
So I invented what I call "postcard whale bait" where I send postcards to business 
owners homes. And they get great response. I've included my postcard whale bait 
document with this product and you can feel free to use the provided template 
however you see fit. 
And if you're feeling super fancy, pick up the "Dark Document" and get Whale 
Bait 2.0 ,  which includes a series of responsive postcards you can send to acquire 
leads AND sell them on various services at the same time. 

The End

http://highresponsemarketing.com/dark
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Come Join My Elite Content Vault  
& Community Membership
If you like this content and want to learn more about proven marketing systems 
using direct mail, I strongly encourage you to try out my 'elite' content, available 
here:
HighResponseMarketing.com/members
In addition to the training modules and resources, you'll get access to our highly 
active Facebook group, which many say is the best group they've ever been in. 
We have virtually zero drama, negativity, or mindless chatter; instead there's a 
continuous stream of new and veteran direct mail pros all sharing and helping 
each other out. 
You'll also get access to our forum archive, where prior to moving to facebook, we 
amassed almost 30,000 posts on direct mail methods and results.
Regardless, if you need anything, feel free to email me at: itsbobross@gmail.com

I look forward to hearing from you!

Bob.

http://HighResponseMarketing.com/members

